
Making textbooks playable
With the learning fascination eSquirrel you inspire 
students and make everyday life easier for teachers  
- matching your textbooks!

Certified by

Seal of Approval „Learning Apps“

We will be your certified partner for digital learning materials  

Mobile. Motivating. Measurable.
With eSquirrel, students learn offline in a mobile-optimised way on their smartphone, tablet 
or on the web - and they really enjoy it!

Through the clever combination of gamification, blended and mobile learning, with 
eSquirrel you get a digital companion that is a joy to use. 

Take off digitally
Together we create digital learning content to match 
your textbook or learning material!

Get started with our additional features:
Distribute your learning content to schools or 
companies!

eSquirrel.PUBLISH

Sales and distribution via the eSquirrel  
platform (LXP) and app
Profit share
No annual fee
Shared promotion

Offer courses free of charge to  
your customers

Hand over the creation of the  
content to our authors

Use our expertise in the didactic  
preparation of digital content

from only EUR 299,-  per course 



Implement digital materials with a validated product
As a publisher, you are making a significant contribution to the transformation of  
education. In order to provide students with the best possible opportunities for their  
future, digital actions are inevitable. 

With eSquirrel, you save yourself the tedious process of developing your own  
product because you have a platform validated by 100,000 users! Through our intuitive  
authoring tool, new textbooks can be implemented very quickly as eSquirrel courses.

Available offline and on any device
Download your course and use it offline on any device (smartphones, tablets or laptop).
 
GDPR  compliant
eSquirrel is GDPR compliant. The platform can be used in the classroom without  
any concerns. 

     Includes homework tool, learning analytics and worksheet generator!

Great references
Students and teachers love to learn and teach with it. TOP ratings 
in the app stores prove it.

Developed by EdTech experts

Here‘s how meaningful digital education works

4,5 of 5
476 ratings

4,6 of 5
546 ratings

sales@eSquirrel.com

www.eSquirrel.com

+43 1 330 5453

Download the eSquirrel app for free!
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Become part of the eSquirrel family!


